
Hygienic wall protection 
ACO kerb
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Reliable wall protection

ACO is renowned worldwide producer  
of industrial drainage products  
with uncompromising hygienic features. 
All our solutions tackle the biggest 
concerns of the food and beverage 
industry. 
 
We incorporate hygienic design principles 
which are normally reserved for food 
contact equipment because we believe 
that hygienic performance is essential.  
As a future of drainage company we are 
committed to raising industry standards 
with regards to hygienic drainage.  
We call it HygieneFirst philosophy. 

To ensure ideal conditions  
for efficient drainage and cleaning 
procedures, outer bounds of the floor 
must also be considered.

Find out more about 
ACO wall protection 
online

ACO kerb is a reliable wall protection  
that prevents walls from impacts  
(100 and 200 mm height in rooms with 
traffic up to 1 ton and 300 mm height with  
traffic up to 5 tons as recommended by 
EHEDG), water or chemical ingress, or 
other damages associated with traffic and 
production process. It is suitable for any 
processing area. 
 
 
 

Benefits of ACO kerb

 Protects walls from impacts caused  
 by machinery or other transport  
 systems 

 Eliminates water ingress into the wall  
 and leakage into other processing 
 areas

 Curved design prevents accumulation  
 of soils and allows easy cleaning
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ACO kerb PB 

ACO kerb S/S 

Made entirely from polymer concrete 
composite, it is water proof and durable  
to withstand impacts caused by trafiic. 
The portfolio offers two versions, one for 
later application of resin floor straight onto 
the kerb, and one for smooth gelcoat.  
It can accommodate for even the most 
complex room design and its lengths can 
be easily adjusted if needed.  

Floor finish or resin gelcoat create uniform 
surface with the floor for best hygienic 
conditions in accordance with EHEDG 
guidelines.

ACO kerb PB is ideal solution for new and  
refurbishment projects with resin floor

The stainless steel variant of ACO kerb  
can be designed to any building layout.  
It is made from 1,5 mm thick plate of 
stainless steel (AISI 316), which is then 
welded on site to ensure integrity of the 
whole kerb system. ACO kerb S/S is filled 
with concrete, which makes it a very 
durable solution resilient to the strongest 
impacts.

Hygienic design is applied along the whole 
kerb construction, creating smooth 
corners which are easier to clean.

ACO kerb S/S - single side is suitable for 
new and refurbishment projects with resin 
or tiled floor. ACO kerb S/S - double side is 
a custom made solution designed to be 
installed ahead of new dividing walls.

ACO kerb PB - plainACO kerb PB ACO kerb S/S - single side ACO kerb S/S - double side

Resin floor

Fully welded joints

ACO kerb PB
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 ACO Wall protection
Order information

ACO kerb PB - standard

Length Width Height Item  
number

[mm] [mm] [mm]

Straight 1000

65 200 445566

85 300 446154

Inside Corner

85 85 200 445565

105 105 300 446155

Outside Corner - Left

65 65 200 445563

85 85 300 446156

Outside Corner - Right

65 65 200 445564

85 85 300 446157

Accessories for ACO kerb PB - standard

ACO kerb 
height

Item  
number

[mm]

ACO kerb trowel flat

200 446419

300 446421

ACO kerb trowel rounded 446420

Polyurethan sealant Merbenit SF50 NM2920

Accessories are included in specification and price offer according to ordered quantity of ACO kerb PB products
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ACO  Wall protection
Order information

ACO kerb PB - plain

Length Width Height Item  
number

[mm] [mm] [mm]

Straight 1000

37 100 446827

65 200 446124

85 300 446158

Inside Corner

52 52 100 446828

85 85 200 446125

105 105 300 446161

Outside Corner - Left

537 37 100 446829

565 65 200 446126

585 85 300 446159

Outside Corner - Right

537 37 100 446830

565 65 200 446127

585 85 300 446160

Accessories for ACO kerb PB - plain

Item  
number

Polyurethan sealant Merbenit SF50 NM2920

Solvent Ethyl methyl ketone pure 1000 ml NM9380

Accessories are included in specification and price offer according to ordered quantity of ACO kerb PB products
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 ACO Wall protection
Order information

ACO kerb SS - single side

Length Width Height Item  
number

[mm] [mm] [mm]

Straight

500 155 300 446225

1000 155 300 446226

1500 155 300 446227

2000 155 300 446228

2500 155 300 446229

3000 155 300 446230

Inside Corner 182 182 300 446231

Outside Corner 155 155 300 446232

End part 155 155 300 446243

End cap - Left 1.5 80 180 446295

End cap - Righ 14 84 176 446244
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ACO  Wall protection
Order information

ACO kerb SS - double side

Length Width Height Item  
number

[mm] [mm] [mm]

Straight

500 414 300 446233

1000 414 300 446234

1500 414 300 446235

2000 414 300 446236

2500 414 300 446237

3000 414 300 446238

L-part 441 441 300 446239

T-part 468 441 300 446240

End part 414 155 300 446241

X-part 414 414 300 446318



www.aco-buildingdrainage.com

ACO. creating 
the future of drainage

Find out more about ACO Industrial Building Drainage products  
at ACO Building Drainage website. N
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